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Summary 

 

Table of summary  

Subject Maths, Art 

Topic 3D solids 

Age of students 13-14 

Preparation time 1 hour 

Teaching time Five 45-minute classes 

Online teaching 
material  

Padlet, GeoGebra 

Offline teaching 
material 

paper, pencil, colored paper, glue, boxes of different sizes and shapes, 
decorating material (colors, beads, multicolor paper, etc.) 

Europeana resources 
used 

Students’ own search results 

 

Licenses 

 Attribution CC BY 

Integration into the curriculum 

This learning scenario fits 8th class curriculum in Croatian schools. Students learn about three-dimensional 

solids and this is the first part of this topic. For Art they will make fantasy castle/burg and write a story in 

their mother tongue. 

Aim of the lesson 

Students will have to find three different  castle/burg images (painting, photo, sculpture, etc.), find 

geometry solids hidden in their architectural elements, sketch/construct them, make groups of similar 

solids and make a short presentation of their work to the class. After that, students will collaborate all 

together to make one fantasy castle/burg using solids (boxes of different sizes and shapes or own made 

solids). Finally, they will decorate their work of art and think of a fantasy event that took place there. 
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Trends 

 Project-Based Learning 

 Student Centered Learning 

 Collaborative Learning 

 Peer Learning 

 Visual Search and Learning 

 BYOD 

 Open Source Learning 

21st century skills 

Communication, collaboration and team work: Students will communicate and collaborate in many 

different ways as they will work in groups. They will try to find different castles/burgs on Europeana and 

discuss the shapes of their architectural elements. The group will choose three castles/burgs to work with 

them. All together they will collaborate in building the fantasy burg/castle and decorate it, in preparing 

presentation and presenting their work. 

Creativity: Students can show their creativity in: 

 choosing the castle/burg they will work with 

 finding the architectural elements 

 creating and decorating fantasy burg/castle 

 imagining a fantasy event that took place there 

 presenting their work to the whole class.  

Decision-making: Students must make decision on different level of project. They will: 

 choose three different burgs or castles they will work with 

 share the work among themselves: who will construct which solid 

 choose the tools they will use for sketch/construct solids 

 choose the criteria for making the groups of solids and decide which solid belongs to which group  

 share the work once again: who will decorate their burg/castle and who will write the tale 

 choose the way of presentation and make decision of the presentation content  

 choose the ones who will present their work to the class. 

Information literacy and ICT literacy: Students will: 

 choose content from the Europeana 

 use Padlet to present solids they have found hidden in the architectural elements of their 

burg/castles 

 use GeoGebra to sketch/construct solids and analyse their shapes 

 use any word editor to write their fantasy tale 

 use some presentation tool to make presentation (such as PowerPoint, Prezi, etc.). 

Problem-solving: Students will have to solve open-problem task, make many decisions in their group work 

and bring a creative solution for names of solid groups, building burg/castle and the tale about the castle. 
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Activities 

 

Name of 
activity 

Procedure Time 

Introduction The teacher introduces the task: 
 
Students will have to find three different burg or castle images (painting, 
photo, sculpture, etc.), find geometry solids hidden in their architectural 
elements, sketch/construct them, make groups of similar solids and make a 
short presentation of their work to the class. After that, students will 
collaborate all together to make one fantasy castle/burg using solids (boxes 
of different sizes and shapes or their own made solids). Finally, they will 
decorate their work of art and think of a fantasy event that took place there. 

10’ 

Finding 
images on 
Europeana 
and choosing 
the best 
images 

Students explore Europeana using keywords and select the most inspiring 
burgs/castles.  
They save images and relevant information of three buildings they choose. 
They will need this information for making presentation. 

25’ 

Presenting 
what they 
have done so 
far 

Students put material of their work on Padlet so that others can see them: 
images of burgs/castles they found, short information about them (name, 
country, construction time). Groups are not allowed to choose and work with 
the same burg/castle. The first group which presents material on Padlet has 
the priority. 

10’ 

Finding 
hidden solids 
in the 
images 

They analyse three pictures and try to find as much as possible different 
solids in the architectural elements of the buildings. 

10’ 

Sketching 
and grouping 
of the solids  

Students sketch/construct the solids and discuss similarities and differences 
between them. They make the groups of solids based on their observations. 
They try to find proper name for groups they made.  
 

20’ 

Presenting 
the results 

They present their work in a few sentences concerning the shapes of solids, 
group criteria and name. 

15’ 

Building and 
decorating 
castles/burgs 

Students build their own burg/castle using boxes of different sizes and 
shapes or own made solids. At the end they decorate it. 
During this work they discuss the building they make: where is it situated, at 
what time, who is the owner, who lives there… 

45’ 

Writing a 
short tale 
about the 
castle/burg 

Students write the story of the burg/castle they built based on the discussion 
they had during the previous stage of the project. 

20’ 

Preparing 
the final 
presentation 

Students prepare the presentation of their work: they have to display the 
burg/castle they made, solids they used to build it and imaginary story about 

25’ 
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Name of 
activity 

Procedure Time 

this building. They are allowed to wear costumes themselves to make the 
story more realistic. 

Final 
presentation 

Groups of students make presentations. Each group has up to 15 minutes for 
their presentation. 

45’ 

 

Assessment 

Peer assessment after final presentation, formative evaluation (connecting their groups of solids and 

group names with the real mathematical name (prism, pyramid, cylinder, sphere, cone, etc.) 

******************************* AFTER IMPLEMENTATION ******************************** 

 

Student feedback 

/ 

Teacher’s remarks 

/ 

About the Europeana DSI-4 project 

Europeana is Europe’s digital platform for cultural heritage, providing free online access to over 53 million digitised items drawn 

from Europe’s museums, archives, libraries and galleries. The Europeana DSI-4 project continues the work of the previous three 

Europeana Digital Service Infrastructures (DSIs). It is the fourth iteration with a proven record of accomplishment in creating 

access, interoperability, visibility and use of European cultural heritage in the five target markets outlined: European Citizens, 

Education, Research, Creative Industries and Cultural Heritage Institutions. 

European Schoolnet (EUN) is the network of 34 European Ministries of Education, based in Brussels. As a not-for-profit 

organisation, EUN aims to bring innovation in teaching and learning to its key stakeholders: Ministries of Education, schools, 

teachers, researchers, and industry partners. European Schoolnet’s task in the Europeana DSI-4 project is to continue and expand 

the Europeana Education Community. 

https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en
http://www.eun.org/home

